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In December 2006 I installed a Fuelstar in my 4WD Nissan Mistral 2.7 litre turbo diesel.
The vehicle is a high mileage Japanese import (almost 180,000 kms) and from the time of
purchase earlier in 2006 was a harsh runner and very sluggish, poking out large amounts of
black diesel smoke particularly under load. As well as business mileage around the
Auckland metro area, to clients and client sites where we clean large truck fleets, I regularly
take the Nissan to Lake Taupo for fishing expeditions, towing my boat. Previously the
Nissan would absolutely struggle up the hills into the Taupo area and toward Turangi.
Needless to say the fuel usage was off the charts – for a 4 cylinder diesel 4 wheel drive it
was expensive to run.
Less than 24 hours after the company mechanic installed the unit – the result was amazing
and almost beyond belief. The mechanic couldn’t believe the difference when he roadtested it. The vehicle had morphed from being a sluggish and harsh runner to being smooth,
quiet and powerful – very quick off the mark. Whats more – there were no more large clouds
of smoke and a dirty rear bumper as a result.
It used to take close on a full tank of diesel towing the boat back from Taupo but now takes
just under 3 quarters of a tank – which was a result I simply found astounding. Added to that
is the fact that what was a very quirky and harsh 4WD, became a well behaved and very
quiet and smooth runner with extra power. Now the hills out of Taupo toward Turangi are a
piece of cake and the Nissan actually passes other cars up the hill! Of interest to
Aucklanders is that on the return trip to Auckland up the Bombay hills, the Nissan flies up
instead of crawling!
As a result of my experience, we are installing units on our
Mobile Truck Cleaning units – a 5 tonne Nissan Atlas 4.5 litre
Diesel and a 10 Tonne Mitsubishi Fighter 7.5 Litre Diesel – we
are looking forward to the result. Our Company, The Truck
Cleaning Company is also recommending and representing
Fuelstar to all its Truck Cleaning Client Fleets. My family was
so impressed that we have installed units on our Nissan Laurel
2.8 litre Diesel sedan and Nissan Primera 2.0 litre S sedan –
and the results are equal to that achieved with the Mistral 4WD.
I have used Fuelstar before on several private vehicles – and always saw immediate results
in economy/power/smoke output etc and that was over 10 years ago with the very first
Fuelstar versions.
The new and improved Fuelstars are the peak of development – and the results are
immediate, measurable and they are consistent over time with building improvement in
results.
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